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Iron ore targets – Drilling at Bullamine
RLC 100% : E70/2846, E70/3152, E70/3153, ELA70/3462
RLC 100% Bulla JV (provides interest in iron only) (E70/2719 & E70/2720)

The first drilling at Bullamine, which is 70 kilometres northeast of Perth, was completed on Sunday 30
November.
The Bullamine project consists of exploration for near surface iron mineralisation to form the basis for a
low cost shallow open cut mining operation for magnetite. Numerous targets, with a combined strike
length of 59 kilometres, have been identified within the project area. Banded iron formations, comprised
of magnetite and silica layers, can be processed by crushing and magnetic separation, to produce a
saleable iron concentrate. A number of parameters, including presence or otherwise of impurities,
volume, grade, depth, crush and liberation characteristics of the mineralisation impact on the cost and
therefore viability of producing a concentrate from magnetite mineralisation.
The drilling investigated a portion of the Cleansweep target (E70/2719) which comprises a magnetic
anomaly indicative of a lens of steeply dipping magnetic rocks with cross-section area measuring 1,500
metres long by up to 165 metres wide. The Company has negotiated access for about 1,000 metres strike
length (67%) of this target.
The programme comprised 13 RC holes each to nominal 60 metres down-hole depth for total 803 metres.
All holes were drilled dipping 60 degrees towards 245 degrees azimuth. Outcropping exposures of the
target banded iron formations (“BIFs”) generally indicated a steep easterly dip.
Field measurements of the iron content of the drill cuttings were taken using a NITON XRF instrument to
provide an indication of the amount of contained iron. Several bands of iron rich material (NITON
indicated grades of 20% Fe or higher), likely to be magnetite and or weathered products, were intersected
by the drilling. The largest of these intersections measured 33 metres down-hole (from 59 metres to end
of hole at 92 metres).
Samples from the drilling have been submitted to an independent assay laboratory for analysis. Results
are expected in 3 weeks time (late December).
In other developments ground inspection at the Archer target downgraded its prospectivity and further
work at this target is unlikely. Recent field work at an additional target, “Olive”, has mapped banded iron
formation outcropping over a strike length of 1,500 metres. The outcrop is restricted to about 5 metres
width but appears related to a target interpreted from airborne magnetic data that suggests potential for
more substantial widths.
The short distance, 90 kilometres, to bulk cargo facilities at Fremantle Ports’ Kwinana facility south of
Perth is a significant attribute of the project.
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